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Ladies and Gentlemen,

Once again I write to you in my personal capacity, in response to the Notice of Board
Deliberation dated May 17 , 2019. Many of the concerns I expressed in my original letter
dated October 31, 2018 remain. I am thankful that the "lYo" notice rule was removed
during this process. However, I believe much remains to be desired in enactin g a fair and
comprehensive rule to address the statutory changes.

I will not be able to travel to Utah to attend the session. However, as I understand the
process, this session will be limited to an on-the-record discussion between the members
of the Board. Therefore, direct testimony from attorneys, owners and operators may not
be desired, and I hadn't planned on submitting anything directly to the Board. However, I
am in receipt of a submission by Mr. Bradley Gunnell, with four attached JOAs. His
letter and attachments illustrate and echo many of the concerns expressed by myself and
my clients over the past five years. As he points out, the proposed rule is currently an
"operator wins" scenario. I don't believe that this is the result that the Board intends.
And, along with Mr. Gunnell I encourage the Board to weigh its responsibilities to
develop Utah's natural resources with its duty to protect correlative rights in a just and
reasonable manner.

To that end, I write to you to offer eight avenues of inquiry which may help the Board
decide if more effort to craft an equitable and workable rule is advisable. Six of the
avenues are tied to specific rule provisions, and two are focused on the assumptions
underlying the proposed rule.

What authority or principle entitles an operator to receive the full funding of a
proposed well from non-operators as soon as a well is proposed? See R649-2-8a
(1), (1 .t), (r.2), (4.4).

RE:
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a What protections does a small company or unleased individual have from an
operator who includes exploitative provisions in Article XVI of its proposed
JOA? See Cursory Analysis of Article XVI Samples Provided by Bradley D.
Gunnell, attached, andR649-2-8a(2), (2.1), and (3).

What options does an "unlocatable" owner have once notice has been published?
Are leasing to the operator or signing its AFE and JOA the only choices after
publication and before the hearing? Are the lease terms still negotiable in any
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effective sense? The JOA terms? Is leasing to another company an option under
this rule? Does the new lessee have the same opportunity to review and object?
SeeR649-2-9a (1.3).

Does the Board have the authority to compel unleased mineral owners or non-
operating lease owners to sign a lease or JOA? Does the Board contemplate
obtaining an injunction from a district court ordering landowners to sign a JOA?
Is a court likely to grant such an injunction? SeeR649-2-8a (3.a).

After the Board has found that an operator has demanded unreasonable amounts
from a non-operator, does the Board intend that the only consequence of that
demand is that the non-operator gets a credit on its account? The non-operator is
not entitled to a refund? What's stopping any operator from routinely demanding
excess amounts of drilling or operating expenses from non-operators if the
regulatory consequence is the equivalent of "store credit?" SeeR649-2-8a (3.a).

Is the Board going to designate which provisions of the imposed JOA are "in the
contravention" of the pooling statute? Is that the non-operator's responsibility?
What if a there are provisions imposed that conflict with the statute when no party
appears to object to an imposed JOA (e.g. unlocatables)? What is the process by
which a particular term can be voided by operation of law? SeeR649-2-8a (5)

Does the Board intend for the process to be 1) proposal from the private company,
2) automatic imposition of the statutory penalty unless the proposal is
successfully challenged, and 3) restricting the opportunity to challenge the
proposal to those who put the demanded cash into escrow? Does this process
protect correlative rights? Does this process ensure the right to a fair hearing?

Referring back to the first question (assuming the Board wants to create an
entitlement to full funding of proposed wells via rulemaking), does creating that
entitlement have the knock-on effect of obligating the Board to determine which
operator has superior rights among competing operators? Is the rule creating
winners and losers?

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this process and am always available to
answer any questions via phone or video teleconference.

Yours Very Truly,

Tony Hunter
2161 N. Covington Cir
Wichita, K5,67212
(316) 6s5-s0s1
hunterath@gmail.com
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Cursorv Analvsis of Article XVI Samnles Provided bv Bradlev Gunnell

Fidelitv JOA Arricle XVI

o Paragraph D: Obligates Nonconsenting parties to assign their lease to the
Consenting parties. The Nonconsenting Parties can get 25Yo of their lease back
after the well breaks even.

Paragraph H (1) (c): If a non-operator defaults, their leases in the drilling unit are
forfeited.

Paragraph J: ln addition to the non-consent forfeiture and the default forfeiture,
the Operator gets a lien on the non-operator's leasehold. This may entitle the
operator to pursue the non-operator for a deficiency judgment (sue the non-
operator in court for any shortfall between the amount owed and the price fetched
by selling the non-operator's interest)

Anadarko JOA Article XVI

Paragraph 8: Media gag provision

Paragraph 9: Operator may commence drilling operations without notice

Paragraph l0: This is not a take-it-or-leave-it contract - even if it's imposed by
Board order?

Paragraph 12: Attorney's Fees provision

Paragraph l3: Non-consenting operators shall assign leasehold interest in the
drilling unit AND any interest in adjoining sections.

Paragraph 14: Marketing and transportation agreements will not be shared with
non-operator (who is paying how much for services - which is a major
component of operating costs)

Chesapeake JOA Article XVI

Paragraph 5: Operator may commence operations without notice
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Paragraph 6: This is not a take-it-or-leave-it contract - even if it's imposed by
Board order?

a Paragraph 8: Attorney's Fees provision



Paragraph 9: Marketing and transportation agreements will not be shared with
non-operator (who is paying how much for services - BIG component of
operating costs). And, operator may sell production to an affiliate if the contract is
"based on" the price received by third party, but the affiliate agreement itself will
be confidential and could contain adverse terms.

Paragraph 12: Non-operator is still committed even if the well runs over I25o/o of
the AFE, a supplement will be sent out "for information purposes only."

Paragraph 21: Non-consenting parties must assign all their drilling unit leaseholds
to the Operator. Specifically states that leaseholds larger than a section may be
subject to this paragraph if the Utah Department of Natural Resources issues a
unitization or pooling order.

Newfield JOA Article XVI

Paragraph D: Authorizes a lien on personal property and production. May expose
non-operators to deficiency liability.

Paragraph E: Cash call provision (operator may target specific non-operators for
cash calls, may exempt others)

Paragraph J: Contemplates multi-well simultaneous proposed operations. This
allows an operator to literally price a non-operator out of a well.

Paragraph K: lnfrastructure owned and operated separately from the drilling unit.
$2.66 per MCF gas charge. $1.95 per barrel water disposal charge (PLUS
whatever the operator is actually charged by a third party to put the water down a
well - that can cost extra)

Paragraph L: Absolving the Operator from negligence claims. The "industry
norm" is that the operator is held to the "prudent operator" standard. Why would
ANYONE agree to choose an operator who disclaimed the duty to act as a
prudent operator?
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